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Abstract
Research is generally refers to a search for new knowledge i.e., the exploration for new realities in
any part of information for the betterment of the society. Through innovative research we can change
our own world without harming any living things in this universe. But COVID- 2019 teaching…us something
different from our own regular mode of planning and execution of researches. At this juncture we could
understand the last Easter Sunday (Vatican news-12.04.2020) was like few others in modern history, His
Holiness Pope Francis said Mass under the soaring ceilings of St. Peter’s Basilica, which was virtually
empty of the faithful. Outside, St. Peter’s Square, too, was bereft of the usual throngs of worshipers, who
were forced to stay away because of the coronavirus pandemic and also 23rd March 2020 In an appeal
issued on Monday by UN Secretary-General Antonio Guterres urged warring parties across the world to
lay down their weapons in support of the bigger battle against COVID-19: the common enemy that is now
threatening all of humankind. Further the UN chief pointed out, COVID-19 does not care about nationality
or ethnicity, or other differences between people, and “attacks all, relentlessly”, including during wartime.
Therefore, from here after, we need to select the research problem and its perspectives for the
sustainable development of “ALL.” Hence this article will enable us to evaluate the suitable ways and
means to select, construct, and adopt the procedures, objectives in all forms of researches in context with
CORONA-2019.
Key Words: His Holiness Pope Francis, Rev.Fr.Dr.Maria Arul Raja S.J., UN Secretary-General Antonio
Guterres, Covid-2020.Social isolation and Social exclusion.
Introduction

This study looks out the real ways by which the leaders, academicians, educators, scientists
and their noble services, remarkable guidance will help us to set and to formulate the new
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paradigm …in future researches.
Through innovative research we can change our own world without harming any living things in
this universe. Research methodology can be defined as the structure or plan of enquiry formulated
in order to collect new answers to the designed research questions on human advancements. The
research design constitutes the overall programme of the research process. A good research plan
or design clearly describes the techniques and methods used for selecting the samples and
collecting data, data preparation, data interpretation, descriptive statistics sampling and statistical
inference, testing of hypothesis and other aspects that are essential for conducting a good research.
While accepting the World Commission’s Declaration on Environment and Development (1987)
and Millennium Development Goals (2000) as an integral part of its agenda it added some new
dimension to the concept of sustainability like respect for human rights, democracy and Green
Economy .It emphasizes the broad alliance of public, government ,civil society and educators,
NGO’s, private sectors, and “ALL” should working together to address ,achieve ,attain the goals
of sustainable development through research and its social progresses. (Prof.P.C Trivedi.,
2013).Humanity needs leadership and solidarity to defeat the coronavirus then only together we
can solve all the unsolved emerging issues in the present world.

Objectives on the Present Study:
1. To Assess the need and Importance of Research for the Betterment of The People
2. To explore the some of the Renowned Academic, Autonomous Research Intuitions
Former/Present Principal Investigators, Heads of the Research Schools, Social Scientists
innovative plan of action and their research contributions to “ALL”.
3. To assess the need and importance of some of the research dimensions and areas need to be
addressed immediately.
Research design of the present study:
The study was conducted with the help of available secondary sources of existing literature
through historical, analytical approaches. Method of design consists, analysis concepts and
arguments, synthesize ideas and evidence drawn from different sources with prior permission of
concern. Then formulated well planned construct consistent and well-supported arguments,
discussion were made an issue in a balanced way. The post- test evaluation also made to collect
the ideas and arguments of others with transparency and to also create suitable chances to make
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judgments and express opinion.
Educational Implications:
Research ethics provides some important guidelines for the responsible conduct of
research, further the responsible mentoring, is very adequate for the every research units then
only mentor/research guide will help to educate, advise their research unit scholars by,
increasing their welfare and create suitable environment to make their own decisions in all
walks of their research journey without any barriers through restricted regulations from the
founding agency, approval authorities, autonomous bodies, corporate governances and their
influences and also some selected contemporary forms of social disadvantages, discriminations
of gender, race, cast, community, religion, geographical ,ability based differences or other
factors that are not related to their scientific competence and integrity along with the social
responsibilities and non-discriminations are the good quality of modern research. Such kind of
researches only strive to promote social goodness ,social equality, equal opportunities
,affordability, availability and so on to prevent or mitigate social harms , and advocacy.
Further, here we can see some of the notable personalities and their contributions are as
followed,
1. The French highest civilian ‘Legion of Honour’ awardee Rev.Fr Pierre Ceyrac SJ,
was always remembered for his ‘thousand well operation ‘that will helped Ramanathapuram
district to become greenery .In the world of division and discrimination, poverty and related
diseases, hate and fight, war and health, the message of Fr.Pierre Ceyrac remains meaningful i.e.,
‘If all have to be happy, all have to stay in love’. Orphanages and other social service
organizations ,community colleges established by Fr Pierre Ceyrac still serving as CIREHUFlying wings to ALL under the eminent guidance of Jesuits .

2. Rev. Dr.Peter Arockiadoss SJ.,Former superior and supervisor of Doctoral Studies
at Vidyajyoti College's Arul kadal as a great visionary, he contributed more for the
underprivileged students still his last breath Rev.Dr.Peter Arockiadoss SJ., called by people as
‘NALAVAADI’ means ‘person seeking people’s goodness’ Rev. Dr .P. Arockiadoss SJ.,still
lives in people’s mind because of his many more innovative, social development noble
services .His famous quote is very important to all the new researchers i.e.,“ we have to do
research for the people not of the people”-i.e., any research must be for the betterment of the
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people not just of the people,. Is guiding still for ‘ALL’.

3. Rev.Fr.Jesu Irudhayam OFM. , Founder of Street Elfins Education Society-SEEDS
established by himself for the orphan, street and working children. Nesakkaram- NGO
established by himself is continuing its noble services without any kind of discrimination for all
the needy and deserved in Chennai slum children, youth boys and girls, women…
He emphasised and motivated younger minds by his famous quote i.e., “If you treat everyone
as your sisters and brothers in the world then there is no darkness in your life” While we
are conducting any kind of research ,we should keep this quote in our mind….. Then we need
not worry about the implications of the research.
4. Rev.Dr. A. Maria Arul Raja, S.J., Director of Studies in the Theology at Vidyajyoti
College's ,Arul Kadal Centre and supervisor of Doctoral Studies at the Institute of Dialogue with
Cultures and Religions at Loyola College in Chennai…He is always play a dynamic role through
his affirmative actions ..According to his vision, the sacred project of humanizing the Dalits has
to become the collective responsibility of all people of good will irrespective of one’s creed, code,
cult, culture, or caste,” is the emergency at this juncture. The September 11, 2012 at the College of
the Holy Cross Fr. Raja delivered lecture to uses the experience of the exclusion of the Dalit, the lowest
caste of people in India, to look at ways of building communities that break down discriminatory
hierarchies. Rev.Dr.A.Maria Arul Raja, S.J., is always contributing through his countless

remarkable, affirmative action plans for the Dalits and marginalized people. This will help us to
avoid permanent social segregation and social exclusion on the basis of caste and other sorts of
discrimination in the world
5.. Dr Sultan Ahmed Ismail, Former Vice Principal and HOD Biotech, The New College,
Chennai, was unanimously nominated as Vice President of the Preparatory Committee of the
World Earthworm Industry Federation on 28TH JUNE 2018.On 29thJune he was Honoured
with a Special Award for Outstanding contribution to Earthworm Industry in the first world
International Earthworm Industry Forum held at Shanghai China (24-29June 2018). Dr Sultan
Ahmed Ismail’s lifework is centred on the techniques for recycling biodegradable waste into
fertilizer using local varieties of earthworms and soil bio-remediation. Dr Ismail, MD of Eco
science Research Foundation, Chennai, has conducted extensive awareness sessions especially
among school children to promote vermicomposting and environmental awareness. For him, the
two are inseparable. Dr Sultan Ahmed Ismail’s is always friend to the farmer and great visionary,
nation builder, pioneer in the field of people’s oriented research.
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6. Rev.Dr.K.Amal SJ. , Occupied and Served as Superior, Adviser, Director, Rector for
AICUF, Loyola College, Arulanandhar College, Indian Social Institute, IMCS, Asia-Pacific
Chapter, Human Rights Desk and Training Unit. His long years of tenure, all the organization and
movement witnessed many millstones…Wherever he was transferred, posted he himself played
vital role there. Eradicating social evils through empowering youth power is his key factor,
particularly eradicating casteism and other man made maladies from the society is always his noble
agenda. He is always admirable head of the institution, lovable, guiding spirit great leader to many
underprivileged youths in India and abroad… Marching with marginalized is the great motto which
was emphasized, propagated among youths in his tenure at AICUF national secretariat, Chennai
along with Rev.Dr.V.Hendry Jerome SJ.,
7. Rev. Fr. L. Yesumarian S.J., Fr is the lighting lamp to many voiceless in south
India through his –DHRC and its legal services: Fr, frequently conducting of cases in the court
of law for the Dalits and the poor, especially for women. Offering free legal advice and counseling
to these target groups. Conducting legal rights awareness training programmes for the Dalits and
women. Visiting the victims of violence and caste atrocities in rural areas and many more social
development programmes through other institutions established by him. Through his People’s
Movement, many Dalits and social movements are getting free services .Fr continuously serving
as organizer for unorganized workers, especially the Dalits. Under rural capacity building Fr
conducting training programmes for women, students, youths, leaders and cadres. And also through
Jyothiba Workers Union, works for the rights and welfare of the marginalized workers .Fr
undertakes emergency relief works also during tsunami, flood and drought. During tsunami it Fr
through his institution reached out to 40,000 families and construction of houses also were
undertaken. So far Ayya L.Yesumarian. (Unorganized workers and common people are always
calling him instead of ‘Fr’ as AYYA) have constructed 150 houses in three villages and another
90 houses are under construction in another village.
8 Rev.Fr. Dr. Sahaya Philominraj who is the ‘daystar’of many needy and deserved
.Currently he is serving as legal advisor to the Arunthathiyur Human Rights Forum and also he is
striving hard to eradicate manual scavenging from Tamil Nadu .Manual Scavenging act which was
passed in Indian parliament in the year 2013 was panned this manual scavenging…But even after
a long period of independence still this manual scavenging was allowed in India without
introducing any modern advancement methods in this field. And also Government appointing
staffs without any proper steps to stop this adverse /hazardous manual scavenging job from India…
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Bezwada Wilson the founder and National Convener of the Safai Karmachari Andolan
(SKA) an Indian human rights organization that has been campaigning for the eradication of
manual scavenging .As coordinator of the Madurai Legal Services Coordination Committee
(MLSCC) with lot of painful and constant hard work of Rev. Dr. S.Philominraj SJ., and his some
affirmative actions for the eradications of this social evil… many underprivileged people are
recognizing their humanness. Rev.Dr.Fr Philo and his team is a motivating driving force to the
many social workers and humanitarians who are actively involving themselves in the nation
building noble services.
Similarly we have to salute the following great leaders, scientists and their incredible
radical thinking and rational research contributions for the betterment of the universe without
any kind of social limitations. They are as follows,
DR B.R.AMBEDKAR, CARL MARX, ABRAHAM LINCOLN, Rev. MARTIN
LUTHER KING, ALEXANDER GRAHAM BELL, ALEXANDER FLEMING, LOUIS
PASTEUR, MADAM MARIE CURIE.
Some emergency areas of research are listed below .They are need to address
immediately
1. “A Comparative Study on Eradicating Religious and Communal Violence among
Indian and SAARC Countries Youths by Promoting Values through Course Based
Social Reconstruction Short Term Projects”
2. “A Study on Identifying Natural Methods and New Technological Advancement to
Improve the Agricultural Growth Rate for the Betterment of Farmers in India.”
3. “A Study on New Marketing Strategies for the Agricultural Products to Improve
the Economy and Life Style of Indian Farmers”
4. “A Comparative Study On Problems of Globalization And Privatization In The
Field Of Agriculture, Education And Health Sectors In India And Some Of The
Selected Developing Countries”
5. “A Evaluative Study On Implementing New Strategy To Promote Life Surety And
Security Schemes For Orphan By The Educators, Industrialists, Corporates, NGOs,
Governments And Public Through Their Community Development Services In
India And Abroad”
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6. “A Study on Motivational Strategies To Promote National Patriotism Among NSS,
YRC and All Other College/University /Research Educational Institute Students
Service Wings In India By Conducting Village Rural Reconstruction Projects
Through Proper Channel”.
7. “A Comparative Study to Improve Socio, Economic and Educational Development
Measures among Schedule Tribe People and Transgender in India”.
8. “A Study on Remedial Measures to Eliminate the Caste Name and Its Social
Violence from the People of India Including Past and Present Indian Parliament
Leaders”
The above research problems may listed to highlight the need and importance of the
research areas should be helpful to eliminate or eradicate the all kinds of man-made maladies
without any barriers and not to simply keep under one among all in any boxes.
Conclusion:
Pope Francis observes that many time communication is only “virtual”. “Instead we should
discover a new closeness”, he says. “Real relationships made of attentiveness and patience”. The
Pope describes how some families eat together at home in silence – not because they are listening
to one another, but because “the parents are watching television while they eat, and their children
are on their mobile phones”. Pope Francis describes this kind of family as “monks isolated from
one another”. There is no communication here, he says. “Instead, listening to one another is
important because we understand one another's needs, struggles and desires”. “There is a language
made of concrete gestures that must be safeguarded”, continues the Pope. The suffering people are
enduring at this time should make us open to this language. Finally, Pope Francis invites everyone
to hope — even those who do not believe. "We are all children of God, and He watches over us”,
says the Pope. “Even those who have not yet met God, those who do not have the gift of faith, can
find their way through the good things that they believe in. They can find strength in their love for
their children, their family, their brothers and sisters. Someone might say: ‘I cannot pray because
I do not believe’. But at the same time”, concludes Pope Francis, “We can believe in the love of
the people we have around us, and there we can find hope” and also he insisted that the
indifference, self-centeredness, division and forgetfulness are not words we want to hear at this
time.
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So everyone in the world should unite together and eliminate all kinds of social
discriminations, biased attitude, bribe, violence, harassment, dominance in any forms through
suitable researches .Particularly Government and all the research bodies should carried out the
researches by allocating more founds for the agriculture, free health and education attainment
research strategical /formations to avoiding unnecessary researches throughout the world. Dr
B.R.Ambedkar quotes are clearly guiding forever .For example, “A great man is different from an
eminent one in that he is ready to be the servant of the society”. And another quote says, “Men are
mortal. So are ideas. An idea needs propagation as much as a plant needs watering. Otherwise both
will wither and die.” So each and every one whether they are leader or policy maker or a man of
strata …that is not issue she/he should ready to dedicate herself/himself to the nation and to the
universe in any manner. Then only we can solve any SARS/MERS/COVID-2019 PANDEMIC
ISSUES IN THE WORLD without harming nature and humanity. Here we must look in to Malala
Yousafzai’s activism, fighting for human rights and particularly girl’s education, has earned her a
Nobel Peace Prize—the youngest recipient in the award’s history. Her famous quote gave ways to
solve all the problems in the world i.e., “One child, one teacher, one book, one pen can change
the world.”
So
“IF ALL HAVE TO BE HAPPY, ALL HAVE TO STAY IN LOVE”
Rev.Fr.Pierre Ceyrac SJ.
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